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ABSTRACT
The organization of the eukaryote nucleus into
functional compartments arises by self-organization
both through specific protein–protein and protein–
DNA interactions and non-specific interactions that
lead to entropic effects, such as e.g. depletion
attraction. While many specific interactions have
so far been demonstrated, the contributions of
non-specific interactions are still unclear. We used
coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations
of previously published models for Arabidopsis
thaliana chromatin organization to show that
non-specific interactions can explain the in vivo
localization of nucleoli and chromocenters.
Also, we quantitatively demonstrate that chromatin
looping contributes to the formation of chromo-
some territories. Our results are consistent with
the previously published Rosette model for
Arabidopsis chromatin organization and suggest
that chromocenter-associated loops play a role in
suppressing chromocenter clustering.
INTRODUCTION
The eukaryote interphase nucleus is organized into many
functionally specialized regions or substructures such
as chromosome territories (1), nucleoli, Cajal bodies and
speckles (2). The chromosomes are composed of chroma-
tin, a complex of DNA and proteins. The gene-rich
euchromatin and repeat-rich heterochromatin, which
diﬀer signiﬁcantly in sequence content, volumetric DNA
density, transcriptional activity and epigenetic modiﬁca-
tions (3) form distinct substructures that occupy spatially
separate nuclear regions. Heterochromatin is mostly loca-
lized at the nuclear periphery and around the nucleolus,
and euchromatin at the interior of the nucleus (4–6). While
this nuclear organization may appear static, the spatial
organization of these substructures most likely involves
speciﬁc as well as non-speciﬁc interactions between
dynamic constituents (7).
Speciﬁc interactions, such as protein–DNA and pro-
tein–protein interactions have been well described
(8–10). For instance, heterochromatin has been suggested
to localize to the nuclear periphery through interactions
with lamina proteins in animal nuclei (11). However, in
plants, for which no lamina homologues have been
described, heterochromatin still localizes peripherally.
Apart from such speciﬁc interactions, inevitably non-
speciﬁc interactions also occur. The architecture of the
interphase nucleus is thought to arise by self-organization
through both types of interactions (12,13). However,
the contribution of non-speciﬁc interactions to nuclear
organization has so far not been well-characterized.
Here, we study this by identifying properties of nuclear
organization that can be explained through non-speciﬁc
interactions. Using molecular dynamics simulations of
chromatin and comparing the results with microscopy
data, we speciﬁcally focus on the question where nuclear
substructures, especially heterochromatin and nucleoli,
will localize due to the eﬀect of non-speciﬁc interactions.
Non-speciﬁc interactions, and the entropic eﬀects they
give rise to, can, based on arguments derived from statis-
tical mechanics, be expected to play a role in this localiza-
tion. The nucleus is a crowded environment containing up
to 0.4g/ml of macromolecules (14), which can be regarded
as a mixture of large and small particles in a dense solu-
tion (15). Entropy plays an important role in determining
the localization of such particles through depletion attrac-
tion (15). This attraction occurs when the translational
and rotational degrees of freedom of each particle are lim-
ited by all other particles in a crowded environment.
Around each particle a zone of excluded volume exists
which is inaccessible to the centers of mass of other par-
ticles. When less numerous large particles (such as nucleoli
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small particles, the total entropy gain of the small particles
may outweigh the entropy loss of the large particles when
the latter aggregate, thus minimizing their excluded
volumes. This leads to an apparent force between the
large particles, the depletion attraction. Depletion attrac-
tion can also occur between large particles and a conﬁne-
ment wall, since a wall too is lined by a large excluded
volume. Depletion attraction has in a nuclear context been
implicated to be responsible for grouping DNA poly-
merases together into replication factories (15) and RNA
polymerases into transcription factories (16), but can be
expected to aﬀect many other structures or functional
compartments as well. We here study the eﬀects of
depletion interaction on the position of nucleoli and of
heterochromatin in interphase nuclei.
Other non-speciﬁc interactions arise from the polymer
nature of chromosomes. Each chromosome consists of
a DNA chain which is compacted by association with pro-
teins to form a chromatin ﬁber. The ﬁrst level of compac-
tion occurs through the formation of nucleosomes,
consisting of histone proteins, which associate with DNA
forming a ﬁber of approximately 10nm thickness. In more
condensed chromatin, the nucleosomes form a 30nm
diameter ﬁber, the exact structure of which is still debated
(17). Histone 1 and other proteins stabilize this and other
higher order chromatin structures. Chromosomes have a
high length to thickness ratio and many internal transla-
tional and rotational degrees of freedom and therefore are
expected to show behavior typical for conﬁned polymers in
solution. For instance, the chromatin chains can be
expected to resist intermingling and will inﬂuence the local-
ization of other functional compartments in the nucleus
through exclusion interactions. However, the behavior of
conﬁned polymers in general and the eﬀect of the polymer
nature of chromatin on nuclear organization in particular
are diﬃcult to predict theoretically. Therefore, behavior
of conﬁned polymers has been investigated using soft
matter computer simulation approaches (18). These meth-
ods have already been applied in a biological context to
show that the combination of a physically conﬁned
genome inside a rod-shaped bacterium and conforma-
tional entropy could fully explain the spatial segregation
of duplicated circular chromosomes (19).
In interphase nuclei chromatin is not a purely linear
chain. Instead, it forms loops through speciﬁc inter-
actions, for instance during regulation of gene expression
(20), at boundary elements (21) and in transcription
factories (22), and non-speciﬁc interactions (23) creating
in eﬀect a network polymer. The geometry of network
polymers inﬂuences their localization and mixing proper-
ties (19). The geometry of chromatin has been studied
initially in human cells where several models have been
proposed to describe how the linear 10–30nm ﬁber folds
into a higher order structure through loop formation. An
early approach was the random walk/giant loop (RW/GL)
model (24) which proposes a highly ﬂexible backbone to
which giant loops, each comprising several Mbp of DNA,
are attached. Monte Carlo simulations based on this
model, however, showed that it cannot explain the spatial
distance distribution between chromatin markers in
interphase nuclei. Therefore the multi-loop subcompart-
ment (MLS) model was introduced which does predict
the interphase distances rather well (25). Based on the
MLS model the spherical chromatin domain (SCD)
model (26) was developed which proposes that multiple
loops form rosette-like domains of  1Mb in size that
are linked by DNA stretches of 120Kb. Monte Carlo
simulations based on the SCD model have been used to
show that chromosomes do not have preferred association
with any other chromosome. This was done by comparing
theoretical association rates between chromosome terri-
tories with experimental data on chromosome territory
positions in for instance human and Arabidopsis nuclei
(27,28). Here, we use a similar approach based on molec-
ular dynamics to determine by simulation the localization
of heterochromatin and nucleoli, and the level of chromo-
some mixing.
Most previous modeling studies have simulated human
nuclei or chromosomes. However, the large size of the
human genome and the dispersed localization of its
heterochromatin make it less suitable for whole-genome
simulations. Our study is based on the model plant
Arabidopsis thaliana, which has a small completely
sequenced genome of  150Mb (29). The ﬁve chromosome
pairs occur in territories that are distributed randomly
except for chromosomes 2 and 4 which bear the nucleolar
organizing regions (NOR) and therefore associate more
frequently with each other and the nucleolus (28).
On each of these chromosomes the NOR is located close
to the telomere of the short chromosome arm. Fifteen
percent of the Arabidopsis genome consists of heterochro-
matin which is concentrated around the centromeres and
at the NORs. The chromosome arms are predominantly
euchromatic. In the interphase nucleus, the heterochro-
matic (peri)centromere and NOR regions localize to 6 to
10 chromocenters, which are preferentially located at the
periphery of the nucleus (4,30). A model has been pro-
posed in which the euchromatic arms form loops consist-
ing of 0.1–1.5Mb protruding out of the heterochromatic
chromocenter, resulting in a rosette-like structure (30).
We have implemented this chromatin organization
model (and for comparison other models in which
loops are not associated with the chromocenter) using
self-avoiding polymer chains and performed computer
simulations based on Molecular Dynamics on these
models. Parameter settings such as chromosome lengths
and nuclear size, density and heterochromatin content
were based on experimental data. We then compared
the predictions derived from our simulations regarding
the stability of chromosome territories, the localization of
heterochromatic chromocenters and the nucleolus with
microscopy data of Arabidopsis leaf mesophyll nuclei and
found that entropic forces can by themselves explain the
localization of the nucleolus and heterochromatin in vivo.
METHODS
Simulation design
Molecular dynamics setup. Chromatin was modelled as a
polymer chain consisting of particles and simulations were
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as described in e.g. in Arnold and Jun (32). Particles
are modelled as point centers of a repulsive force, with
an interaction range between particles establishing an
excluded volume around each particle. The radius of this
excluded volume is hereafter treated as the particle radius.
For each combination of particle types a Weeks–
Chandler–Andersen potential [a Lennard–Jones potential
that is shifted and truncated to only include the repulsive
part of the potential (33), formula 1] was used to deﬁne
non-bonded particle-particle interactions. The basic length
scale in our simulation is the eﬀective distance between the
centers of two of the smallest particles in the simulation,
set by the parameter  . The energy scale " is chosen
such that at room temperature (T=298K) KBT/"=1.
Analogous to (32) the time unit is   = ˇ(m/")=1,
where m is the (irrelevant) particle mass. The attractive
part of the potential was cut oﬀ at 1.12246  by setting
shift to 0.25" and setting the remainder of the potential
to 0. Bonded interactions were deﬁned by a harmonic
spring potential between two particles with distance r
according to formula 2. R was set to the sum of the
radii of the particles involved, K was used as a conﬁgur-
able parameter to control the elasticity of the bonds. To
prevent bond extensions that would allow chains to pass
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Starting conﬁgurations for simulations were obtained in
several ways. For models involving only linear chains,
ESPResSo’s pseudo self avoiding walk algorithm was
used to create the chains. For models with internal
loops, geometrical arrangements were used as starting
conﬁgurations. Similarly, the initial spatial distribution
of chains through the nucleus was either determined
randomly or followed a geometrical arrangement.
The simulation was performed by successive velocity-
Verlet MD integrations with a time step set to 0.01 in
the natural units determined by the (arbitrary) mass of
the particles, with the temperature controlled by a
Langevin thermostat. The simulations took place within
a spherical conﬁnement deﬁned by an LJ potential similar
to formula 1 between the virtual perimeter of the conﬁning
sphere and all other particle. Initially, the radius of the
conﬁning sphere was between 3 and 10 times larger than
the eventual radius depending on the spatial size of the
initial conﬁguration, which had to ﬁt within the conﬁne-
ment. In all cases, simulations started with a equilibration
phase in which the initial conﬁguration was allowed
to relax while the LJ potential was ‘capped’ in order to
avoid excessive repulsive potentials due to high degrees of
particle overlap in the original conﬁguration. During the
equilibration phase the LJ cap was slowly increased, until
the cap exceeded all LJ interactions in the simulation
and the cap was removed. Simultaneously, the conﬁning
sphere was slowly shrunk until it reached its eventual size.
After the conﬁning sphere reached its ﬁnal size and the
LJ cap was removed, all simulations were further equili-
brated until parameters such as total energy, end-to-end
distance and contour length, and mixing stabilized
(Supplementary data Figure 1).
Number of monomers. The maximum computationally
feasible monomer resolution for a single simulation was
 10kb/monomer (30 000 monomers in total in the simu-
lation) but at this resolution each experiment takes 6
weeks to complete (on 4 AMD Opteron type 248 proces-
sors). Since large series of parameter settings had to
be evaluated, a lower monomer resolution of  75kb/
monomer (4000 monomers in total) was selected at
which simulations (each of which lasted at least 10
7 inte-
gration time steps after equilibration) completed within
1–7 days. We note that if one assumes that the chromo-
somal DNA is well modelled by a yeast-like 30nm ﬁber,
which has an estimated Kuhn length of about 400nm (34),
the most appropriate monomer size would be estimated as
400nm/(10mmMbp
 1)   40kb. Unfortunately, there is
not enough data available on chromatin structure in
Arabidopsis to more accurately determine the proper
coarse-graining length. However, polymer physics sug-
gests that the global phenomena discussed in this work,
i.e. the relative positioning of the diﬀerent chromosomes
are relatively insensitive to the actual number of mono-
mers (35).The number of monomers in the simulation did
prove to have some eﬀect on one of our observables, the
mixing score (deﬁned below). In an unmixed state, longer
polymers have a higher ratio of internal monomers (which
only interact with other monomers belonging to the same
chain) to external monomers (interacting with monomers
belonging to other chains), resulting in a lower score.
However, since scores are normalized through determin-
ing the extreme scores of no mixing and perfect mixing,
the mixing parameter is corrected for the inﬂuence
of monomer numbers. To make sure no unexpected
monomer number dependence occurs in speciﬁc chroma-
tin conformations, we only compared simulations in
which the number of monomers was equal (4000 mono-
mers). At a typical monomer volume fraction of 15% and
assuming a nucleus 5mm in diameter, the resulting mono-
mer diameter is 169nm.
Implementing chromatin chains, chromocenters and
loops. Linear chains (LC) and linear chains with chromo-
centers (LCC) models were implemented by linear chains
of monomers with relative lengths as in Arabidopsis (29),
with the LCC model including a chromocenter at the gen-
omically appropriate position. Chromocenters were imple-
mented as single monomers with size as measured in
Arabidopsis leaf mesophyll cells (see below). The rosette
model was implemented by dividing the monomers
belonging to the euchromatic chromosome arms equally
over the desired number of loops. In the standard situa-
tions, 15 loops per chromosome were included because
3560 Nucleic Acids Research, 2009, Vol. 37,No. 11this resulted in loops of 1–2Mb. This loop size corre-
sponds to the upper range of sizes suggested in (30).
In smaller loops, the monomer resolution becomes a limit-
ing factor. In loop size variation experiments, the distri-
bution of monomers over loops was changed but the total
number of monomers stayed the same.
Each loop consists of a linear stretch of regular polymer
chain, of which both ends are joined to the chromocenter
by harmonic springs of which the length has been adjusted
to reﬂect the center–center distance between a chromocen-
ter and a euchromatic monomer. Upon these bonds no
rotational constraints are placed.
The loops and chromocenter (LAC) model was imple-
mented by adding a bond between two monomers that are
one loop size away in sequence. This creates a loop since
the monomers between these two monomers no longer
participate in the main polymer chain. All loops were
of the same size as the bonds in the rosette model with
15 loops per chromocenter, for comparison.
In the LAC 100% model, bonds were added in all posi-
tions that qualify according to the loop size criterion,
creating a very short main chain bristling with loops.
In the LAC 50% model, there was a 50% chance that a
bond was actually created at each of these locations, lead-
ing to loops being on average of equal size as the linear
stretches in between the loops, and in the LAC 10% model
only a 10% chance.
For both Rosette and LAC models, geometrical
arrangements were employed as starting conﬁgurations.
No diﬀerence was observed after equilibration between
starting conﬁgurations in which these geometrical
arrangements were randomly distributed through space
and conﬁgurations in which these models were oriented
on a spiral as described in the section on starting conﬁg-
urations below.
The influence of initial starting configurations on mixing
parameter. Two types of starting conﬁgurations were
employed. In the ﬁrst, linear chains were introduced at
random positions in the conﬁning sphere before compres-
sion, and the monomers of each chain were positioned
by the pseudo random walk algorithm of the ESPResSo
software. The other starting conﬁguration was designed
to achieve initial spatial separation of all chains and con-
sisted of a geometrical arrangement in which the positions
of the linear chains’ middle monomers were distributed
over a sphere surface as described by the following
equations in polar coordinates: rcenter=2/3rconﬁningsphere,
 =6 ichain/nchain,  = 9/20 + ichain/nchain, with ichain
the i-th chain and nchain the total number of chains. The
other monomers were positioned on a cylindrical spiral
with a periodicity of 12 monomers, a dislocation of one
monomer diameter per winding, and a radius of 12/ 
times the monomer radius. No signiﬁcant diﬀerence
was observed in the value of the mixing parameter
after 10000 time units between simulations with these
two starting conﬁgurations, or by visual inspection of
the conﬁgurations.
Sampling of ensemble averages of parameters from
simulations. Sample conﬁgurations were stored every 10
3
integration steps (1.6MD time units) after equilibration
was achieved. These stored conﬁgurations were then
used for calculation of ensemble averages of all measured
parameters. Since all simulations were performed for at
least 10
7 cycles after equilibration, at least 10
4 conﬁgura-
tions were used to calculate ensemble averages of the para-
meters, except for mixing, which for computational
reasons was, in all but one simulation, calculated only
once every 10
4 integration steps (for the simulation on
which Supplementary data Figure 1 is based, mixing was
calculated every 10
3 integration steps).
Derivation of model/simulation parameters from
biological data
Calculation of chromatin density in Arabidopsis nuclei. The
volume density of all chromatin (the DNA and all
attached proteins/nucleic acids) in Arabidopsis nuclei is
unknown. However, a lower and upper limit for this den-
sity can be estimated. An upper limit derives from the
observation that the nucleoplasm is a molecularly
crowded solution containing 0.1–0.4g/ml of macromole-
cules (7). This would roughly translate to a 10–40%
volume density of macromolecules, providing an upper
limit to chromatin density. However, not all macromole-
cules in the nucleus are bound to chromatin.
A lower limit can be derived from estimations of known
components of chromatin. DNA itself can be modelled as
a cylinder of 300 million base pairs long, 0.33nm per
nucleotide high and 2.4nm wide. This results in a total
volume of 1.8mm
3, or 2.7% of total nuclear volume
assuming a spherical nucleus with a diameter of 5mm
(volume 65mm
3). In Arabidopsis chromatin, one nucleo-
some is associated with  200bp of DNA. The molecular
weight of each nucleotide is  340Da, and therefore
200bp of DNA weighs roughly 135kDa. These are asso-
ciated with  120kDa of core histones. Assuming that the
speciﬁc weight of DNA and proteins is similar, the DNA–
histone complex roughly has a double volume compared
to naked DNA. Therefore chromatin occupies at least 5%
of the nuclear volume. This lower estimate ignores many
components of chromatin, such as other chromatin pro-
teins and attached RNA and small molecules. As a com-
promise between the lower and upper limits, we use a
density of 15 percent of the nuclear volume for all
simulations.
Measurements of chromocenter size. Using a Zeiss LSM
510 confocal microscope z-stack image series were pro-
duced of 45 Arabidopsis thaliana ecotype Colombia leaf
mesophyll nuclei expressing H2B-YFP fusion protein
(36). Of these, 24 were of suﬃcient quality to be used
for chromocenter size analysis. The nuclear volume occu-
pied by euchromatin and heterochromatin fractions were
measured based on a semi-automated thresholding algo-
rithm. Pixels belonging to the nucleus were separated from
background pixels by thresholding based on a smoothed
background mask. The threshold levels used to distinguish
between background, euchromatin and heterochromatin
were set by a human operator. The relative volume of
the heterochromatic fraction was determined by adding
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old and dividing by the total nuclear volume. To calculate
the radius of chromocenters relative to total nuclear radius
for use in simulations, this value was divided by 10 (chro-
mocenter number in simulations) and subsequently the
cubic root was taken.
Calculation of nucleolus position and size. In the same
dataset as used for the measurement of chromocenter
size, all images containing more than one nucleolus were
discarded, leaving 39 images for analysis. Pixels belonging
to the nucleus were separated from background pixels
by thresholding based on a smoothed background mask.
The threshold levels were determined by a human opera-
tor. The center of volume of the nucleus was determined
as the intersection point of the medial planes of the
nucleus in x, y and z dimensions. Thresholding methods
were unable to consistently determine the nucleolar radius
and center position because noise dominated the signal.
Therefore, the center and diameter of the nucleolus were
determined by a human operator using the measure func-
tion of the ImageJ software package in the z-stack image
containing the median nucleolar section. The nucleolar
radial position was measured as relative distance of the
nuclear center to the nucleolar center compared to the
distance from the nuclear center to the nuclear periphery
along the line running through both centers. The resulting
relative nuclear eccentricity of the nucleolus was binned
into 10 subsequent spherical shells of equal volume (taking
into account the peripheral excluded volume).
Analysis of simulations
Calculation of chromocenter clustering. Distances were
measured between each combination of two chromo-
centers. A randomly chosen initial chromocenter was
assigned to the ﬁrst cluster and all other chromocenters
close (distances < 2.2 times the chromocenter radius) to
the ﬁrst chromocenter were assigned to its cluster. This
analysis was repeated for each new chromocenter in the
cluster. When no more chromocenters could be assigned
to the ﬁrst cluster, a so far unclustered chromocenter was
picked and assigned to the next cluster, after which clus-
tering proceeded in the same way as for the ﬁrst cluster
until all chromocenters were assigned to a cluster.
Mixing parameter calculation. To quantify the amount of
mixing in any single simulation state a mixing score was
assigned to each monomer. The 10 closest neighbours to
the monomer were determined and the mixing score was
equal to the amount of unique/diﬀerent chains these 10
neighbor monomers belonged to. A mixing value was
obtained by averaging all monomer scores for the conﬁg-
uration, and to obtain the score for a model, sample con-
ﬁgurations were drawn from a simulation at ﬁxed MD
time intervals after equilibration and their mixing scores
averaged. Error bars show the standard deviation of the
averaged mixing scores. To determine the range of MP
values that can be encountered in simulation states,
the mixing algorithm was applied to two situations repre-
senting the extremes of perfect mixing and no mixing.
To simulate perfect mixing, all repulsive Lennard–Jones
potentials between monomers were switched oﬀ, leaving
only bond interactions, which in eﬀect meant monomers
belonging to diﬀerent polymer chains did not interact at
all. This resulted in an upper limit on the mixing para-
meter. Minimal mixing was achieved by assigning a 10
times stronger repulsive potential between monomers of
diﬀerent chains than between monomers in the same chain
(but with the same interaction range cut-oﬀ), enforcing
the formation of (stable) chromosome territories. This
resulted in a lower limit for the mixing value. Based
on these values all scores are linearly re-normalized to a
0 to 1 range. In this way, the mixing parameter becomes
independent of monomer number. For alternative
ways to quantify mixing, we refer to Supplementary
Material.
RESULTS
Computer simulations of interphase chromosomes
To determine the contribution of non-speciﬁc interactions
on the localization of heterochromatic regions in
Arabidopsis, chromatin was modelled as polymer chains
and implemented in simulations using the ESPResSo soft-
ware package (31). The chromosomes were modelled as
10 self-avoiding chains of monomers, with the relative
lengths (in base pairs) of the ﬁve Arabidopsis chromo-
somes, and inserted into a conﬁning sphere representing
the nuclear envelope. Monomers were scaled to occupy
15% of the conﬁnement volume based on a chromatin
density estimation of 15 volume percent (see Methods
section). As a ﬁrst approximation, the chromosomes
were composed of identical monomers. As a compromise
between resolution and performance, all simulations were
performed at a resolution of 75kb per monomer. Since
75kb is larger than the experimentally observed persis-
tence length [3–20kb (37)] of a 30nm chromatin ﬁber
there is no correlation of chain orientation over stretches
of 75kb. We therefore connected adjacent monomers by
simple harmonic springs without rotational constraints
(Figure 1, LC model). For a more detailed description
of the simulation system and the way simulations were
carried out, we refer to Methods section.
Most of the heterochromatin of an Arabidopsis chro-
mosome is present in the centromeric and ﬂanking peri-
centromeric regions and form a compact chromocenter.
The chromocenters were modelled as a single spherical
monomer and positioned in the linear chain at the position
of the centromere, resulting in the linear chromosome
chromocenter (LCC) model (Figure 1). Since chromocen-
ters in Arabidopsis nuclei vary in shape from near spher-
ical to elongated shapes, we measured their total volume
relative to the total nuclear volume in intact leaf meso-
phyll cells using H2B-YFP expressing seedlings (see
Methods section). In these nuclei, chromocenters occupy
6.4% (  0.02%, n=24) of the nuclear volume. Dividing
this volume equally over 10 spherical chromocenters
results in a chromocenter radius of 19% of the nuclear
radius (calculation in Methods section). The total
amount of monomers was kept at 4000, implying that
3562 Nucleic Acids Research, 2009, Vol. 37,No. 11the euchromatin resolution slightly increased to 65kb/
monomer).
We expanded the LCC model by including chromatin
loops in two diﬀerent ways (Figure 1), based on previously
described models of interphase chromatin organization.
We thereby assume that loops are formed by a so far
unknown mechanism that favors intrachromosomal
loops over interchromosomal loops. In Arabidopsis,
FISH data suggest that chromosomes contain euchro-
matic loops of  0.1–1.5Mb emanating from chromocen-
ters (30), which we implemented in simulations (the
Rosette model). In our model, we initially set the loop
size to  1.5–2Mb (in order to restrict the number of
monomers needed to provide suﬃcient resolution in the
loops) and included 15 loops per chromosome (Figure 1).
The terminal monomers of each loop are attached to the
center of the chromocenter by a harmonic spring poten-
tial, allowing these loop attachment points to slide over
the chromocenter surface freely.
The simulations of the Rosette model were compared
with simulations of a model in which loops exist, but do
not attach to chromocenters. Loops were introduced in
the arms of chromosomes by adding additional harmonic
spring potentials between monomers not in sequence,
resulting in the loops and chromocenter (LAC) model
(Figure 1, Methods section). Several variations have been
tested: a model where every monomer is in a loop (LAC
100%), one where 50% of the monomers are incorporated
into loops, and one in which only 10% of the monomers
are incorporated into loops (see Methods section). The
loop size was again set to 1.5–2Mb.
Time traces of the total energy, end-to end distance,
contour length and mixing in a LC model simulation
show that equilibration takes about 1.6 10
4MD time
units (10
7 integration cycles, Supplementary data
Figure 1). The bell-shaped curves of ﬂuctuations around
mean values of these parameters after equilibration
(Supplementary Figure 1) and autocorrelation curves of
these ﬂuctuations (Supplementary Figure 1) show that the
simulations are properly equilibrated and that correlations
in the ﬂuctuations decay over a time span on the order
of 10
2MD time units, short compared to total simula-
tion time (4.2 10
4MD time units), thus allowing suﬃ-
cient sampling for equilibration statistics.
We ﬁrst examined how the various models behaved with
respect to the formation of stable chromosome territories.
Therefore, we quantiﬁed mixing from a sample of equili-
brated simulation states from each model by calculating a
measure for mixing (mixing parameter, MP) from the fre-
quency of interaction between monomers of diﬀerent
chains (see Methods section), which are normalized on a
scale from 0 (no mixing) to 1 (full mixing, Supplementary
data Figure 2). In a simulation with linear chromosomes
(LC model) at a 15% volume density, mixing occurs to a
MP value of 0.7. Because of uncertainty in the actual
in vivo chromatin density (Methods section), simulations
at diﬀerent densities were also performed. These show that
there is a positive relationship between chromatin density
and mixing (Supplementary Figure 3). Mixing already
occurs to a MP value of 0.35at 5% density, which repre-
sents an absolute minimal value for chromatin density
in vivo (calculation in Methods section) and MP reaches
0.9at a density of 30%. Simulations of the LCC model
showed that the addition of chromocenters has no signif-
icant eﬀect on the mixing behaviour of the polymers (at
15% density MP values are 0.67 and 0.68, respectively).
However, the level of mixing of looped chromosomes is
theoretically expected to be reduced (26), because poly-
mers that contain internal branches or loops are expected
to mix less than linear polymers (19). In our simulations,
the introduction of loops reduced mixing dramatically: in
simulations of the Rosette model (15 loops) the chromo-
somes mix to a MP value of only 0.07. Variation of the
number of loops in the Rosette model showed that the
level of mixing is dependent on the number of loops,
but that even in simulations in which chromosomes had
just 3 loops, the level of mixing was already reduced from
a MP value of 0.7 to a value of 0.35. Simulations of the
LAC model lead to similar results: an increasing percent-
age of monomers in loops leads to progressive decrease in
the amount of mixing. The Rosette and LAC 100%
models, which have identical loop sizes and loop numbers,
both almost completely prevent mixing (Figure 2 ﬁrst
column, Supplementary Figure 4).
Figure 1. Graphical depiction of the various models. The most simple
model is the linear chain (LC) model, in which chromosomes are
modelled as consisting of identical monomers (red) arranged in linear
chains with harmonic spring potentials (yellow) connecting the mono-
mers. The linear chains with chromocenters (LCC) model is almost
identical to the LC model, but models the centromeric area of the
chromocome as a large chromocenter (blue). An expansion of the
LCC model is the looped arms with chromocenters model (LAC), in
which the chains contain loops. In the Rosette model (after Fransz
et al. 2002) the chromosome arms loop out from a chromocenter in
several loops. Chromocenters, monomers and bonds are not drawn
according to scale.
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various models
In Arabidopsis, chromocenters preferentially are found
within the nuclear periphery, and 2 or more chromo-
centers can be fused as between 6 and 10 spatially sepa-
rated chromocenters are usually observed (4,30,38). The
localization and fusion of chromocenters was analyzed in
simulations of models of the previous section (LCC, LAC,
Rosette models). Average radial positions of chromocen-
ters were determined for each model, and distances
between chromocenters were measured to determine the
frequency of fusion (Methods section).
In all three models, the chromocenters preferentially
localize to the periphery. However, the models diﬀer in
chromocenter distribution over the periphery. For
the LCC model, this results in peripheral localization of
all chromocenters (Figure 3a). Clustering analysis
(Supplementary Figure 5) shows that most chromocenters
cluster together in large groups of 3–6 chromocenters.
On average about four clusters are present (Figure 3c).
A similar localization and clustering is observed in
simulations of the LAC models. Chromocenters in the
LAC model mostly localize into one or two big peripheral
clusters (Figure 3c, Supplementary Figure 5).
In simulations of the Rosette model, the radial chromo-
center distribution is bimodal, with one large peak repre-
senting peripheral chromocenters and the other smaller
peak an inner shell of chromocenters (Figure 3b). The
Figure 2. Overview showing orthographically rendered snapshots of single conﬁgurations from LCC (top row), LAC (middle row) and Rosette
(bottom row) model simulations containing 10 chromosomes, with chromocenters, in diﬀerent colors. Of each conﬁguration, three images are
provided: left column shows all monomers in the simulation, middle column shows one chromosome, and the right column shows the localization
of chromocenters and nucleoli (brown) only.
3564 Nucleic Acids Research, 2009, Vol. 37,No. 11preferred localization of chromocenters is on the periph-
ery of the nucleus and chromocenters only localize more
internally when the outer shell is ﬁlled with chromocenters
and their associated loops (Supplementary Table 1).
Clustering analysis of simulations of the Rosette models
revealed that chromocenters with 5 or more loops do not
associate with other chromocenters (Figure 3c), but chro-
mocenters with 3 loops can occasionally form clusters of
2 chromocenters (data not shown).
While all models predict the radial localization of
chromocenters correctly, the LCC and LAC models pre-
dict association of many or even all chromocenters
(Figure 2), thus reducing the number of chromocenter
clusters to 4 per nucleus or even less. This is lower than
the 6 to 10 chromocenters that are normally observed in
Arabidopsis nuclei. The Rosette model never shows any
clustering (Figure 2), while in most Arabidopsis nuclei
some clustering occurs. Furthermore, the inner shell of
chromocenters that was found in simulations of the
Rosette model does not occur in Arabidopsis nuclei. So
additional parameters must aﬀect the behavior of chromo-
centers. Since the nucleolus forms a large excluded volume
in nuclei and therefore could aﬀect the positioning of
chromocenters, we included it in the simulations.
Effect of nucleolus on chromocenter positions
The nucleolus is the most conspicuous sub-nuclear struc-
ture. Due to its size, the nucleolus represents a signiﬁcant
excluded volume within the nucleus. Therefore it is to
be expected that the nucleolar position is determined by
non-speciﬁc interactions and that the presence of a nucleo-
lus inﬂuences the localization of chromocenters. To test
this, we measured nucleolar positions and sizes in
Arabidopsis nuclei and compared the results with those
obtained in simulations.
To visualize the nucleolus in vivo, Arabidopsis plants
expressing a H2B-YFP construct were used (36). Whole,
living seedlings were observed using a confocal micro-
scope. In z-stacks made of nuclei of leaf mesophyl cells
the nucleolus can readily be observed as a spherical region
of low ﬂuorescence within the nucleus. Nuclei with more
than one nucleolus (which occurred in  10–20% of nuclei)
were omitted from the data analysis.
To determine the nuclear/nucleolar radius and nucleo-
lar radial position, a threshold-based automated approach
was adopted (see Methods section). This analysis revealed
that in Arabidopsis leaf mesophyl nuclei the nucleolus/
nucleus radius is 0.30 ( 0.05, n=39). The nucleolus was
Figure 3. Chromocenter localization and clustering. (a) Histogram showing the fraction of chromocenters in each radial position bin in a LCC model
simulation. (b) Distribution of chromocenter radial positions in the Rosette model. (c) Clustering analysis on the simulations of (a and b) showing the
average amount of chromocenter clusters in each simulation. (d) Distribution of chromocenter radial positions in the rosette model including a
1.5mm nucleolus.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2009,Vol.37, No. 11 3565found to be localized in most cases at or near the centre of
the nucleus (Figure 4).
Models were designed to simulate the behaviour of the
nucleolus in silico. A nucleolus was added to the Rosette
(15 loops) model as a sphere of 0.30 times the nuclear
diameter. As a ﬁrst approach the nucleolus was not
attached to the chromatin and this resulted in a central
position of the nucleolus in the nucleus (Figure 2). In
addition, in the presence of a nucleolus more chromocen-
ters localize to the periphery compared to simulations of
the Rosette model without a nucleolus (Figure 3b and d).
The small amount of internally localized chromocenters in
Figure 3d is due to chromocenters that remain there only
for short periods of time during the simulation. Clustering
of chromocenters does not take place.
In the same way as for the Rosette model, a nucleolus
was introduced into the LCC and LAC 100% models.
In these simulations the nucleolus localizes to the
nuclear periphery (Figure 2, Figure 4). So only the
Rosette model is consistent with the central nucleolar
position observed in vivo.
In Arabidopsis, the nucleolus organizing regions
(NORs) are located at the ends of the short arms of chro-
mosomes 2 and 4. Since usually 2–3 of the NORs are
associated with the nucleolus (30), we tested the eﬀect of
attaching the monomers at the ends of all NOR contain-
ing arms to the nucleolus on the localization of nucleolus
and chromocenters in the Rosette model. This did neither
inﬂuence the localization of chromocenters nor that of the
nucleolus (data not shown).
In FISH studies, telomeres were found exclusively
localized around the Arabidopsis nucleolus (30). In the
LCC/LAC and Rosette models, the terminal monomers
do not have a preferred localization (data not shown).
Hypothesizing that the in vivo localization is caused by
physical interaction between telomeres and the nucleolus,
we attached all chromosome ends to the nucleolus in the
Rosette model. This again did neither aﬀect the localiza-
tion of the nucleolus nor the chromocenters.
DISCUSSION
By implementing models for nuclear organization
in molecular dynamics simulations, we show that non-
speciﬁc interactions are suﬃcient to explain the peripheral
localization of heterochromatic chromocenters and central
localization of nucleoli in interphase Arabidopsis nuclei.
It is therefore not necessary to explain this localization
through speciﬁc interactions such as between heterochro-
matin proteins and the nuclear envelope or lamina (39,40)
and the involvement of nucleolar proteins in a nuclear
matrix (41). Interestingly, chromocenters localize periph-
erally regardless of the way euchromatin arms are repre-
sented: as linear chains attached to the chromocenter
(LCC model), chains containing loops (LAC model), or
as loops emanating from the chromocenter (Rosette
model). This implies that the peripheral chromocenter
localization of other species than Arabidopsis could be
explained through depletion interactions even if their
chromosomes do not form rosette structures. Also, even
in species or cell types where heterochromatin does not
form chromocenters, heterochromatin is still more con-
densed and less dynamic than euchromatin. Such a diﬀer-
ence in structure could lead to depletion attraction
between the less dynamic heterochromatin and the nuclear
periphery or the nucleolus, leading to spatial separation of
eu- and heterochromatin such as observed in for instance
human nuclei.
In animals, many interactions between lamina proteins
and heterochromatin proteins have been discovered (40).
However, the existence of these interactions does not
imply that they are the direct or the sole cause of periph-
eral heterochromatin localization. Here, we show that
peripheral heterochromatin localization is expected to
occur even without the presence of any lamina proteins.
Interactions between lamina proteins and heterochroma-
tin may further stabilize this localization in animals and
may be important to keep heterochromatin away from
nucleopores, where active transcription occurs (42).
Predictions of the nucleolar localization in simulations
based on the Rosette model ﬁt more closely to those
observed in vivo than in simulations of the LAC model.
So an Arabidopsis model of chromatin organization in
which euchromatic loops extend from heterochromatic
chromocenters (Rosette model) has suﬃcient self organiz-
ing potential, whereas an organization in which loops do
not attach to chromocenters (LAC) would require speciﬁc
interactions for nucleolus positioning.
However, neither model can fully explain the observed
clustering of chromocenters. Clustering of chromocenters
could be expected based on depletion interactions, because
it would result in an entropic gain. In the LAC model, that
is exactly what happens. However, in the Rosette model
clustering of chromocenters does not occur because the
Figure 4. Nucleolus positions in Arabidopsis. On the horizontal axis
nucleolus position bins are shown each representing a shell of 0.1 times
the nuclear volume available to the nucleolus. On the vertical axis, the
fraction of nucleoli in each bin is shown. The solid line shows measured
positions in A. thaliana mesophyl nuclei, the dashed line shows the
prediction derived from the Rosette model, the line with alternating
dashes and dots shows predictions from the LAC model, and the
dotted line shows random localization (assuming the nucleolus to
have an equal chance to localize to every available position in the
nucleus).
3566 Nucleic Acids Research, 2009, Vol. 37,No. 11emanating loops prevent depletion interactions between
chromocenters. The in vivo situation, in which chromocen-
ters cluster to a limited extent and form approximately
6 to 10 spatially separate structures, is somewhere in
between the extremes predicted by our models. Limited
clustering is observed in Rosette models that include few
chromocenter-emanating loops (Supplementary Figure 2).
While the loop sizes in these simulations ( 5Mb) are
larger than observed in vivo [1.5Mb (30)], DNA is more
ﬂexible than our simulated polymers and therefore might
permit some limited association between chromocenters
surrounded by loops of sizes as observed in vivo.
Alternatively, the in vivo clustering could be explained
by hypothesizing that limited chromocenter clustering
occurs when the Rosette structure is not fully present,
for instance during chromosome decondensation
after mitosis and during major developmental cell fate
changes. Chromocenter clustering in many species is a
dynamic process associated with cell diﬀerentiation and
other major developmental cell fate changes (43). In
Arabidopsis, chromocenters partially decondense during
ﬂoral transition (44) and upon dediﬀerentiation after pro-
toplastation (45). Presumably, Rosette loops also dissoci-
ate when chromocenters decondense. Our results on the
clustering of Rosette structures with few loops show that
shielding becomes less eﬃcient when fewer loops are pres-
ent and that in the case of three loops per chromocenter,
chromocenters can cluster. Therefore rosette structure dis-
ruption (loop release) during major cell fate switches
might allow chromocenters to cluster.
Here, we show that chromatin loops also have a
major eﬀect on formation of separated chromosome ter-
ritories, as was predicted in ref. (25). We have provided
quantitative proof that in the absence of chromatin loops,
chromosomes mix. The introduction of loops in the mega-
base size range proved to be suﬃcient for chromosome
territory stability in our simulations. Two parameters
determine the amount of mixing in looped chromatin:
average loop size and the percentage of monomers in
loops. Both the Rosette and LAC models achieve similar
MP values when loop amounts and sizes are the same
(15 loops per chromosome/loop size  1.5–2Mb), indicat-
ing that the MP value is not dependent on a speciﬁc loop
model. This indicates that preventing mixing by loop for-
mation may be a universal mechanism irrespective of how
loops are formed in a certain species. Recent work has
provided computational evidence that the inability of
human chromosomes (represented as a 30nm ﬁber) to
fully mix is caused by the slow relaxation kinetics of
very long entangled polymers involved (46). This would
imply that chromosome territory formation could in fact
also be explained by kinetic arguments, rather than being a
consequence of equilibrium statistics as we argue is the case
here. In that respect it should be pointed out that not only
are the Arabidopsis chromosomes signiﬁcantly shorter
than human ones, they also have, due to the presence
of the chromocenters, a markedly diﬀerent topology.
In this case, one expects the relaxation time to be domi-
nated by the size of the longest loop present, which is
at least an order of magnitude smaller than the total
chromosome length. Due to the very strong length
dependence of the relaxation time ( L
3) this would
already imply a reduction in timescales of three orders of
magnitude. Moreover, our chromosomes are conﬁned to a
nuclearvolumewitharadius comparableinsizetotheradii
of gyration of the chromosome arms/loops involved. There
is strong evidence that under these conditions polymer
dynamics is signiﬁcantly enhanced with respect to bulk
behavior(47),whichwasnottakenintoaccountinref.(25).
Some recent data indicates that territory segregation is
not complete (48). Our models predict diﬀerent amounts
of mixing depending on factors such as density and loop
architecture, and quantitative data on the level of mixing
in vivo could be used to test them. However, unfortunately
such data are not yet available for Arabidopsis. Still, our
simulation methods provide a new way to test models of
large-scale chromatin organization against biological data
and lead to new insights about the eﬀects of large-scale
chromatin looping. For instance, it has to our knowledge
not been suggested before that chromocenter-emanating
loops act as barriers between chromocenters, preventing
their coagulation. Our methods can be applied to the chro-
matin organization of other species, although resolution
problems may occur with genomes of larger size than
Arabidopsis. To overcome this limitation and to improve
the speed of simulations of Arabidopsis nuclei, a more
coarse-grained potential to represent larger chromatin
chain subdomains could be developed (49).
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Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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